Insect models of illumination-invariant skyline extraction from UV and green channels.
Experiments have shown that the skyline is an important visual cue for navigating insects. However, the comparison between two snapshots collected at different times of day is a complex task due to possible illumination changes. In this study we examine whether the information from two different color channels (UV and green, which are also available for many insects) can be used to obtain an illumination-invariant separation between the sky and ground. We collected UV and green images of seven different scenes over entire days, in which natural and artificial objects are visible in front of the sky. With the collected data we want to find answers to the following two questions: 'Does UV/green contrast vision increase the quality of separation compared to UV-only vision?' and 'What yields a better performance: separation methods based on a fixed threshold (global separation techniques) or separation methods which adapt the threshold dependent on the input image (local separation techniques)?' We implemented several linear separation techniques and found that UV/green contrast only marginally increases the quality of global separation in comparison to UV-only, and that local separation techniques are superior to global separation techniques.